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Abstract—Motivated by the high complexity of today’s datacenters, a large body of studies tries to understand workloads and resource
utilization in datacenters. However, there is little work on exploring unsuccessful job and task executions. In this article, we study and
predict three types of unsuccessful executions in traces of a Google datacenter, namely fail, kill, and eviction. We first quantitatively
show their strongly negative impact on machine time and the resulting task slowdown. We analyze patterns of unsuccessful jobs and
tasks, particularly focusing on their interdependencies, and we uncover their root causes by inspecting key workload and system
attributes. Furthermore, we develop three on-line prediction models that can classify jobs and events into four classes upon arrival
time, using independent or nested Neural Networks. We explore different combinations of feature sets and techniques to reduce the
computational overhead. Our evaluation results show that the proposed models can accurately classify 94.4% of jobs and 76.8% of
events into four classes.
Index Terms—C.2.4 Distributed Systems; C.4.f Reliability, availability, and serviceability; I.5.1.d Neural nets.
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I NTRODUCTION

I

N today’s multi-tenancy and multi-purpose datacenters,
“big-data” is becoming the key application, featuring
high-fanout jobs and performance dependency on data locality [1]. An increasing number of management systems
aims at enhancing various aspects of big-data performance,
in particular low-latency requirements [2], resource efficiency for cost minimization [3], and scalability on different system sizes [1]. However, as failures in software
or hardware are more norm than exception in large-scale
datacenters [4], unsuccessful executions of jobs prevail in
a big-data cluster [5] and potentially turn into a critical
performance impediment. Therefore, it is imperative to address the dependability issues of big-data applications by
understanding and predicting unsuccessful executions.
A large body of characterization studies [6], [7] tries
to first understand the workload demand and resource
efficiency observed in datacenters, using rich field data
collected by operators such as Google. Unfortunately, their
analyses do not emphasize the impact of job and task
failures on system efficiency. Existing reliability analyses for
big-data clusters are mainly conducted from the perspective
of hardware components [8] and software bugs [9], paying
little attention on unsuccessful executions in big-data systems. Recently, a few studies [10], [11] analyze failures in
a Google datacenter [12] and provide a general statistical
summary of unsuccessful executions, particularly related to
jobs [10], and task preemption [11]. However, the prior work
overlooks the performance impact of unsuccessful executions, their root causes, and the dependencies between tasks
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Fig. 1. Illustration of jobs, tasks and events in the cluster. After an event,
a task is descheduled from the system and might be resubmitted. The
task type is equal to the type of its last event, However, task types cannot
univocally determine the job type.

and jobs. Finally, although several studies aim at predicting
application failures [13], [14], they mostly focus on static or
periodic workloads with clear execution trends, instead of
highly dynamic workloads in big-data systems.
In this article, we aim to provide a better understanding
of unsuccessful executions and flexible prediction models
to classify executions in an on-line fashion. Our work is
based on traces collected from schedulers and machines in
a sizeable datacenter [12], where each job is composed of
multiple tasks, which in turn experience multiple events, as
shown in Figure 1. All jobs, tasks, and events are classified
into four different types, that is, eviction, fail, kill, and finish.
In contrast to finish, we consider the first three types as
unsuccessful executions, which do not directly produce any
useful results and do not contribute to the completion of
jobs or tasks.1
Our work consists of two main parts: (1) detailed failure
analysis on unsuccessful executions, and (2) on-line prediction models and extensive evaluation. In the first part,
we focus on the time waste and task slowdown caused
by unsuccessful events, and study the patterns and de1. Additional information on the trace format can be found in [12].

2

2 P ERFORMANCE I MPACT OF U NSUCCESSFUL
E XECUTIONS
The first objective of this study is to quantify the impact of
unsuccessful executions on the system performance. To this
end, we focus on how machine time is wasted, by means of
a temporal analysis from the perspective of single tasks as
well as the entire cluster. As tasks may be resubmitted to the
cluster after an unsuccessful execution without resuming
from where they were previously killed, evicted or failed,
we consider the execution time of these tasks as “wasted”.
As for details on the considered traces and the data collection methodology, we refer the reader to our prior work [15]
for a detailed description. We first present results on wasted
machine time in Section 2.1, followed by a discussion on the
slowdown experienced by tasks in Section 2.2.
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pendencies among jobs/tasks/events. Moreover, we identify application and system attributes that lead to a high
frequency of unsuccessful jobs and events. Leveraging observations resulting from our analysis, we further develop
Neural Networks-based prediction models that can classify
execution outcomes of jobs and events into four classes,
independently or jointly. The prediction models explore a
combinatory set of static and historical features and employ
different dimension reduction techniques to strike a good
tradeoff between prediction accuracy and model overhead.
We also benchmark the proposed models against various classifiers, e.g., Linear/Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
and Support Vector Machines. Our evaluation results show
that our on-line models can accurately predict jobs and
events, especially when considering their interdependency.
Our work makes the following contributions. We analyze multiple types of executions at the level of jobs, tasks,
and events in a big-data cluster, quantifying the negative
performance impact and uncovering the complex dependencies between tasks and jobs. By applying a black-box
approach to correlate applications and various system parameters, we reveal the mechanisms used by the underlying
resource management policies. We develop novel on-line
prediction models that can accurately classify unsuccessful
executions in big-data systems, particularly exploring the
strong dependencies between jobs and events. The challenges of our work stem from the complex nature of workloads deployed in datacenters, that is, jobs with a high task
fanout and tasks subjected to multiple events. These issues
are magnified by the size of the system and the resulting
trace volume. Moreover, applications and machines are
highly heterogeneous and characterized by a large number
of different attributes, making on-line prediction of four
execution types challenging.
This article is structured as follows. The performance
impact of unsuccessful executions is detailed in Section 2.
We present models and patterns for jobs, tasks, and events
in Section 3. In Section 4, we reveal the root causes of
unsuccessful executions. We describe our prediction models for unsuccessful executions in Section 5, and evaluate
their accuracy in Section 6. Section 7 presents related work,
followed by the summary and conclusions in Section 8.
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Fig. 2. Machine time distribution per event type.

2.1

Temporal Impact: Machine Time Waste

In this section, we try to disclose how machine time is
distributed across different event types. We divide the time
spent by events into three categories: (1) resubmission time:
the interval between the completion of the preceding event
and the submission of the current event; (2) queue time: the
interval between the submission and the scheduling of the
event on machines; (3) running time: the interval between
event scheduling and completion time. We note that an
“event submission” refers to a (re)submission of a task to
the cluster, as a single task may experience multiple events
during its execution, and tasks might be resubmitted after
an event. We compute the machine time per event type
and normalize the result by the aggregate machine time of
all events in the cluster. We present the normalized time
distribution in Figure 2.
Wasted machine time due to unsuccessful executions is
astonishingly high, i.e., roughly accounts for 65% of the
total machine time. In particular, the total wasted time
due to eviction, fail, and kill is 20%, 4.5%, and 40.5% of
the total machine time, respectively. This result stresses the
significant negative time impact of unsuccessful executions.
Note that, in terms of number of events, finish is actually
the predominant type (∼18M), followed by fail (∼9M), kill
(∼7.7M), and eviction (∼3.3M). However, finish events only
use 35% of the machine time and fail only causes a small
wasted time. This indicates that finish events consume little
machine time and that most tasks fail near the beginning of
their execution. Indeed, the average wasted time per finish,
fail, eviction and kill event is 45, 13, 123 and 107 min, respectively. Kill events have clearly a strongly negative impact on
the machine time, as they consume even more time than that
of finish events. Moreover, in terms of time breakdown, one
can see that 91% of the wasted time is spent while tasks are
running on machines, while queue time and resubmission
time account for only 8% and 1% of the total wasted time,
respectively. Such an uneven distribution can be observed
across all event types, with the slight exception of finish,
where the queue time has a slightly higher percentage. A
possible reason of the low queue time might be that this
cluster is not overloaded – the average cluster utilization
rarely exceeds 50% of machine resources [6].
2.2

Average Slowdown per Task

Here, we look at the impact of unsuccessful executions on
the task performance, i.e., how much tasks are slowed down
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TABLE 1
Task slowdown, broken down by priority.
Metric
number of events
percentage of finish tasks [%]
mean response time (all events) [s]
mean response time (last event) [s]
mean slowdown

0
15.8M
53.80
2845
1767
3.37

1
3.5M
67.44
3598
2939
2.58

by unsuccessful events. To this end, we consider only tasks
with task type finish, and compute for them the metric of
slowdown, defined as follows. Denoting the summation of
queue and running time as response time, the slowdown of a
task is defined as Rall /Rlast , where Rall is the cumulative
response time of all events of the task and Rlast is the
response time of the last successful event. Note that Rall
includes Rlast . The proposed slowdown definition allows
us to quantify the impact of unsuccessful executions on
response time, unlike other studies on failure-free systems
which focus on the impact of queue time on response time.
Table 1 summarizes our results for this section. The table
reports the number of events per priority and the percentage
of tasks that complete with successful finish. Missing priorities indicate that no finish tasks can be observed for these
priorities in the trace. We also report the mean response
times considering both all events and only the final event
of all tasks considered. The mean slowdown reported in the
table is obtained by first computing the slowdown of all
tasks in each priority and then averaging their results.
Clearly, priorities 0 and 3 have a very high average
slowdown, around 3.38. Low priorities, i.e., in the range
of [0, 4], are affected by repetitive unsuccessful executions,
i.e., eviction and fail, that slow down task executions by a
factor of 2.44 on average. We note that, unlike other lower
priorities, only 2.4% of priority 2 tasks are rescheduled
after an unsuccessful execution, resulting in a low slowdown. Higher-priorities, instead, suffer less response time
degradation, with an average slowdown equal to 1.025.
Not considering the priority, the mean slowdown of all the
successful tasks in the trace is 2.04.
Key messages. In terms of total machine time, unsuccessful
executions account for roughly 65%, particularly dominated by
the running time, whereas successful executions account for
only 35% with a higher percentage of queue time. Unsuccessful
executions not only hamper the success rate of low-priority tasks
but also result in higher slowdown values. In particular, lowpriority tasks are slowed down by unsuccessful executions by an
average factor of 2.44. On average, unsuccessful executions double
the task response time.

3 PATTERNS AND M ODELS FOR TASK AND J OB
E VENTS
Understanding the patterns of different unsuccessful executions in complex big-data clusters is the first step towards
better system design. For example, it can improve the tailaware scheduling policy [1], [4], eviction policy [16], and
also mitigate the resource waste. However, it is not easy to
capture the key characteristics of unsuccessful executions,
especially at the job level, because of intricate job-task dependencies, multiple tasks per job and multiple events per

2
1.1M
90.78
1835
1782
1.15

3
1203
95.62
9683
8294
3.39

Priority
4
15.2M
78.05
2006
1890
1.69

5
104
100
58
58
1

6
683659
77.99
567
562
1.02

8
263035
45.48
1159
1151
1.01

9
1.4M
23.35
504
496
1.07

task. In this section, our objective is to identify patterns for
finish, kill, eviction, and fail types at the job, task, and event
level. Our analysis starts from the task level statistics in
Section 3.1, followed by the job level statistics in Section 3.2.
3.1

Unsuccessful Tasks

As tasks can experience multiple events prior to exiting
the system, understanding the event patterns that lead
tasks to being classified as finish, kill, fail and eviction is
of paramount importance for providing insights on how
to mitigate unsuccessful executions and improve the task
success rate. The particular questions addressed here are: (1)
how are unsuccessful executions distributed across different
task types, and (2) what is a suitable predictive model for
capturing the probability of task success?
3.1.1 Event Distribution
To capture the distribution of event types at the task level,
we first obtain the number and type of events experienced
by each task and present the average values across tasks of
the same type in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Mean number of events and their distribution per task type.
Mean number of events
Task type
Eviction
Fail
Kill
Finish

Overall
(95th p.)
2.372 (5)
3.130 (8)
2.516 (4)
1.094 (1)

Eviction

Fail

Kill

Finish

2.094
0.350
0.302
0.061

0.259
2.700
1.175
0.008

0.004
0.020
1.023
0.011

0.015
0.060
0.016
1.014

As first observation, one can easily see that tasks indeed
experience multiple events of different types. Secondly, finish tasks go through a lower number of events, the majority
of which being finish events. The situation is opposite for
unsuccessful tasks, meaning that tasks experiencing at least
one unsuccessful execution rarely get to complete at the end.
In particular, fail and eviction tasks are also dominated by the
same type of events, meaning that tasks eventually fail and
are evicted after experiencing consecutive fail and eviction
events. This is also supported by the slowdown analysis
conducted previously. In contrast to other task types, kill
tasks are not dominated by kill events, i.e., they experience
1.023 kill and 1.175 fail events, out of an average of 2.516
events per task.
In addition to the mean number of events, we also
include the 95th percentile of the number of events per
task, to highlight its heavy-tailed characteristics, i.e., some
tasks experience a high number of events, particularly unsuccessful tasks. As a result, one can see that values of the
95th percentile for all unsuccessful types are higher than the

Probability of success
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3.2

Unsuccessful Jobs

Here, we resort to a reverse engineering approach to extract
the patterns of unsuccessful jobs by total number of tasks
and distribution of event types. We compute the mean
number of tasks and the event distribution per job type in
Table 3.
TABLE 3
Mean number of tasks and event distribution per job type.

Fig. 3. Conditional probability of task success given a number of specific
unsuccessful events observed, i.e., eviction, fail and kill.

Job type

average value, especially for fail tasks. Indeed, the maximum
number of eviction events observed is 828 for a single task,
whereas for fail this amount is equal to 40393.

3.1.2

Conditional Probability of Task Success

Motivated by the observations highlighted previously, i.e.,
(1) that task types are being dominated by the majority
of event types, and (2) that repetitive patterns exist in unsuccessful events, we propose to quantitatively capture the
probability of task success conditioned on a given number
of unsuccessful events observed.
Figure 3 depicts the conditional probability that a task
can finish successfully, given that a number of unsuccessful
events of a particular type is observed. One can clearly see
that the probability of success monotonically decreases with
increasing numbers of eviction and fail events observed. This
decreasing trend is stronger for fail than for eviction events,
indicated by a steeper decay for fail and a longer tail for
eviction. This observation implies that fail events reduce the
probability of success much more than eviction events do:
tasks experiencing 15 eviction events still have probability
0.1 to finish successfully, whereas 15 fail events bring this
probability very close to 0. As fail and eviction events occur
repeatedly on single tasks, the scheduler could take an
aggressive action to prohibit execution of tasks that already
experienced a high number of fail (particularly) and eviction
events. Such an action would minimize the machine time
wasted, as these tasks will eventually complete successfully
only with very low probability.
However, a peculiar trend of the conditional probability
of task success is observed for kill, i.e., it first drops sharply,
then increases suddenly and finally decreases with increasing number of kill events. A possible explanation for this
trend is that the majority of kill events cause immediate task
termination, although few of them allow resubmissions, so
as to increase the probability of success for subsequent kill
events.
Key messages. Task types are determined by the majority of
events, except for kill tasks. Fail and eviction events happen
repeatedly on single tasks, with non negligible probability of a high
number of repetitions. Consequently, the number of unsuccessful
events observed is suitable for predicting the probability of task
success. Particularly, the conditional probability of task success
decreases with increasing number of unsuccessful events observed,
especially for fail and less so for eviction. Prohibiting tasks with
a long history of unsuccessful events, especially fail, can mitigate
time waste efficiently.

Eviction
Fail
Kill
Finish

Mean n. of
tasks (95th p.)
1 (1)
60.5 (110)
86.8 (400)
2.7 (1)

Mean number of events
Eviction
Fail
Kill
Finish
1
0
0
0
139.0
788.5
49.2
9.5
13.3
20.9
26.9
62.7
0.4
0.1
5·10−4
2.7

Reading from the first column across all job types, we see
that finish jobs have a much lower number of tasks, i.e., 2.7
tasks on average, in contrast to other unsuccessful job types,
except eviction. Interestingly, finish jobs also experience a
low number of events, the majority of which being finish.
Combining the pattern of finish jobs in Table 3 with that
of finish tasks in Table 2, we thus conclude that the key
attribute for a job success is a low number of tasks, which
experience a low number of finish events.
As for kill jobs, they usually have a large number of tasks,
but a rather low number of events, i.e., the mean number
of events across all types is only slightly higher than the
mean number of tasks, compared with fail jobs. In particular,
on average a kill job is composed of a high number of
finish events which roughly account for 50% of the total
events. This means that a small number of not-restartable kill
events can kill the entire job, regardless of how many tasks
have completed with successful finish. Also, in terms of
sequences of events, it appears that jobs are killed after that
the majority of their tasks have completed successfully (as
finish events are 2.33 times more frequent than kill events).
As for fail, one fail job usually has 60.5 tasks and contains
139 eviction, 788.5 fail, 49.2 kill and 9.5 finish events, showing
a strong predominance of fail events over the others. Last,
there is an extremely low percentage of jobs being evicted,
compared with the percentage of eviction tasks and events.
Actually, only 21 jobs out of 667624 are classified as eviction.
Interestingly, these 21 jobs all contain one single eviction
task, which causes immediate job termination without any
other event.
Key messages. Finish jobs show two important features: a low
number of tasks and a low number of events, whereas kill jobs
have a high number of tasks, which surprisingly experience a high
percentage of finish events.

4

P OTENTIAL C AUSES OF U NSUCCESSFUL E XE -

CUTIONS

In this section, we search for the root causes of different unsuccessful jobs and events, and derive their implications on
system design. Our analysis resorts to a black-box approach
due to the limited information available on the system. We
consider two levels of statistics, i.e., events vs. jobs, where
the former directly impacts the temporal waste, whereas the
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Fig. 4. Event rates vs. task priority, event execution time, and machine concurrency.

latter is directly correlated to the performance perceived by
users. For the event analysis, we focus on task priority, event
execution time, and machine concurrency. As for the job
analysis, we study the job size, machine locality, and job
execution time. We note that the traces provide little information on system failures. No information on resource failures such as disk, memory or network failures is provided,
therefore we are unable to conduct a thorough analysis
on jobs/events wrt. system failures. The only information
available regards machine addition to and removal from the
system. For completeness, we verified that only 0.09% of
events take place due to a machine removal from the system,
indicating that machine removals do not appear to be a main
trigger for the majority of job/event failures. Nevertheless,
jobs and tasks might fail due to resource failures that are not
reported in the traces.
In the following analysis, we present how different
event/job types happen, with respect to different ranges
of attributes. For each type i, we compute the metric of
event (job) rate, defined as the number of type i events (jobs)
divided by the total number of events (jobs). Event/job rates
are computed for each range of attributes. One can also view
event/job rates as the probability that events/jobs end with
certain types of outcomes.
4.1

Events

4.1.1 Task Priority
The key question here is how does the task priority influence
different event types and to what extent. In total, there are 12
priorities associated to tasks, ranging between [0,11], where
high values represent important tasks. We partially follow
the convention suggested in the traces and group priorities
into four ranges, namely “free” (0-1), “low” (2-4), “high” (58) and “production” (9-11). We present the event rate per
type relative to the different priority ranges in Figure 4(a).
One can see that the eviction rate shows a clear decreasing trend2 , meaning that eviction tends to happen on lowpriority tasks, in particular priorities 0 and 1. As the eviction
decision is made directly at the cluster scheduler, this observation indicates that task priority is one of the crucial
factors considered in the underlying scheduling policies.
Fail rate is high either for very low and very high priorities,
but is almost negligible for priorities 2 to 8. Consequently,
finish rate is very high, i.e., above 0.6, for priorities 2 to 8.
Lastly, the kill rate remains constant, i.e., roughly 0.2, across
all priorities. As a result, priority 0-1 tasks are subjected to
2. Note that eviction rate is 0 only for priority 11 tasks.

all types of events with fairly equal probabilities; priority
2-8 tasks are dominated by finish events, while priority 9-11
tasks often experience fail events.
Priorities have a clear impact on eviction, fail and finish
events. In particular, the eviction rate decreases with increasing priorities, evidence of the use of priority scheduling. Fail
and finish always show opposite trends.
4.1.2

Event Execution Time

In this section, we assess whether the execution time of
events influences the trends of event rates and to what
extent. We conduct this analysis in two steps. We consider
only the event running time in the first one, while we
include also the event queue time in the second step. As
analyses in both steps show very similar event rates, we
present only the analysis for the first step and deliberately
use the term execution time to refer indifferently to the time
between scheduling and completion or the one between
submission and completion. The event execution time spans
a wide range of possible values. To compare different values,
we consider 7 ranges of execution times.
We summarize the event rate per type with respect to
the execution time in Figure 4(b). The finish event rate trend
shows an “inverse U” shape: events with execution time
between 2 minutes and 1 hour have very high success rate,
i.e., as high as 0.7. As for trends of unsuccessful events,
two opposite trends can be found for different types. The
fail rate strictly and quickly decreases with execution time,
dropping from 0.76 for very short events to an average value
of 0.05 for any event longer than 2 min. This observation
implies that fail events tend to happen in the early stages
of tasks, supporting our previous finding that fail events
consume a low amount of machine time with respect to
other unsuccessful executions. Actually, kill and eviction are
observed more frequently on events with longer execution
times, indicated by the increasing trends over time. Overall,
the shape of unsuccessful events follows the well-known
bathtub curve of reliability, frequently used to show that
both younger and older hardware have lower reliability.
Combining the aforementioned observations, we find
that events can be completed with a high rate of successful
finish when execution time is between 2 min and one day.
However, tasks are prone to fail at the beginning of their
execution, resulting in a high fail rate for short events, and
users (the scheduler) tend(s) to kill (evict) very long events.
Therefore, to mitigate the temporal waste, the scheduler
could also evict younger events of low priorities, without
focusing predominantly on long-running events.
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Fig. 5. Job rates vs. job size, job execution time, and machine locality.

4.1.3 Machine Concurrency
Here, we are interested in uncovering the dependency between machine concurrency and different event types. To
such an end, we collect values of machines’ concurrency,
i.e., the number of co-executed tasks, upon happenings
of events. We report the event rate, relative to different
ranges of concurrency, in Figure 4(c). We note that the
number of co-executed tasks is only an approximation of
the real concurrency on machines, as a detailed profiling
on concurrency would required low-level metrics on shared
resources. Unfortunately, the traces made available to us do
not provide such a detailed information.
Overall, eviction and finish show opposite trends. Finish
rate first increases sharply, then slowly decreases for concurrency values greater than 5, resulting in a difference of 2.9X
between the maximum and the initial values. Eviction exhibits a decreasing trend, resulting in the maximum eviction
rate being 4.8X higher than the minimum one. Fail shows
a mildly increasing trend with a 2.2X difference. When
focusing on concurrency values greater than 7, fail rate
clearly increases, finish rate decreases, while both eviction
and kill rates stay rather stable. This observation implies
that a high concurrency level indeed might jeopardize task
execution by increasing the probability of task failure.
Another observation worth noting is that the eviction
rate is very high when concurrency is low, i.e., less than
3. This suggests that the scheduler prefers to evict tasks
in machines with few running tasks, so as to maximize
the probability to free enough resources for new scheduled
tasks.
Key messages. The task priority and the event execution time
have a strong impact on the event types. In particular, the priority
affects eviction events, and the execution time affects fail and kill
events. Tasks are completed successfully with higher probability
when few tasks, i.e., from 4 to 7, are co-executed in a single
machine.

4.2

Jobs

In this section, we inspect three possible causes that affect
the job event rate, i.e., job size, job execution time, and
machine locality. The distribution of different job types [15]
shows that jobs are dominated by finish and kill, accounting for 57.7% and 40.7% of jobs, respectively. Almost all
unsuccessful jobs are killed. Consequently, the eviction and
fail job rates are very low and close to zero in most of the
analysis that follows, whereas the kill and finish rates show
opposite trends with respect to all attributes considered.

Therefore, we particularly focus on kill jobs and finish jobs
in our analysis.
4.2.1 Job Size
The question we address here is whether jobs of a certain
size cause frequent occurrences of particular job types. We
define the size of a job as its number of tasks, i.e., big
jobs have a high number of tasks. We compute the job
rate of different types, relative to five ranges of job size
in Figure 5(a). One can observe that the kill (finish) job
rate increases (decreases) with the job size exponentially,
corresponding well to our previous finding that finish jobs
contain on average 2.7 tasks. Clearly, the job size is a strong
indicator of the job success rate, and users tend to kill bigger
jobs that naturally have much higher probabilities to suffer
from bad system conditions. In contrast, the latest trend of
big-data applications is to have jobs of large size, composed
of a lot of tasks that only process small data sets [1], in
order to mitigate long-tailed response times. However, our
observations in this section do not support such a trend,
which overlooks the dependability issues related to large
job size in today’s systems. The lesson learned here is that
system design for big-data applications should carefully
incorporate the unsuccessful rates of jobs, tasks and events,
and evaluate their tradeoff with tail response time.
4.2.2 Job Execution Time
In this section, we aim to understand whether the job
execution time affects the user decision to kill jobs and
thus alters their finish rate. We summarize the trends of job
rates per type in Figure 5(b). On the one hand, users tend
to kill jobs with rates close to 0.5 when jobs are executing
for more than 2 min. Once the job execution time is longer
than one day, jobs are killed with a rate higher than 0.9. We
note that these two values, i.e., 2 min and one day, are also
the turning points for the kill event rate in Figure 4(b). The
values of the kill rates observed here are much higher than
those at the event level. This can be explained by the fact
that a single kill event can easily lead to a kill job, as shown
in Table 3. On the other hand, the finish job rate shows
a decreasing trend in a step-like function, with turning
points at 2 min and one day. Another observation worth
mentioning is that the fail rate also increases slightly for
jobs longer than one day. As a result, it is nearly impossible
for jobs older than one day to be completed. To mitigate
the negative performance impact due to unsuccessful jobs,
systems could adopt certain signaling messages that alert
users to the probability of jobs being killed or failed based
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on their execution time. As consequence, users can decide
whether to take proactive actions, such as to kill jobs sooner,
in case of low probability of successful completion.

(2) large number of attributes [17], and (3) high number of
jobs (672k+) and events (48M+). To strike a good balance
between accuracy and scalability in designing classification
models, one shall select a representative feature set containing a minimum amount of data so as to best explain the
complex dependencies inherent in jobs, tasks, events, and
the overall system dynamics.
To such an end, we develop three classification models
to predict independent jobs/events and their dependency,
by employing independent or nested Neural Networks
(NNs). In particular, upon arrival of jobs and events, we
immediately classify them into four classes, i.e., finish, eviction, fail, and kill. To search for accurate models with low
overhead, we explore different combinations of feature sets
collected upon arrival time3 , as well as data transformation
techniques, i.e., downsampling and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA).

4.2.3 Machine Locality
Finally, here we want to identify the impact of machine
locality on different job rates. We define machine locality as
the ratio between the number of unique machines required
by all events of a job and the job size. When this value is
equal to one, all events experienced by a job happen on the
same set of machines, so as to explore data locality. Smaller
values (<1) indicate a strong machine locality, whereas
higher values (>1) show that tasks are executed on different
machines during their life. We plot the trends of job rates
per type relative to different ranges of machine locality in
Figure 5(c). We note that the distribution of the number of
jobs in each range is highly uneven, as the left (right) part
of the figure accounts for 2% (5%) of all jobs, whereas the
central part, i.e., where the machine locality ranges between
0.9 and 1.1, represents 93% of the jobs. This implies that
here the scheduling policy attempts to keep all tasks of the
same job as well as all of its (subsequent) events on a fixed
set of machines. Our main observation is that the current
scheduling policy indeed results in the highest finish job
rate. When machine locality is much higher than one, jobs
are killed with higher probabilities. Moreover, probabilities
of both kill and fail jobs are higher than the finish one
once machine locality is greater than or equal to 1.5. These
observations imply that executing events of the same tasks
on different machines lowers the probability of successful
job completion.
Our observations lead us to conclude that (1) keeping all
events of a single job on the same set of machines, and (2)
keeping the number of machines close to the job size are
actions that strike a good balance between data locality and
job performance.
Key messages. The job size has a high impact on kill jobs, showing
the need to consider the kill probability when deciding the number
of tasks per job. A high job execution time appears to be a crucial
parameter for users’ decision to kill jobs. A feedback mechanism
indicating to users the job kill probability over time might be useful
to avoid machine time waste. Keeping a neutral machine locality,
i.e., job size equal to the number of unique machines used by the
tasks of the job, can result in a high success rate.

5

P REDICTION M ODELS

Effective workload characterization and prediction hold the
answers to the conundrum of efficient resource allocation
in distributed and scaled out systems. While the first part
of this article focuses on characterizing the patterns of unsuccessful jobs and events, here we aim to develop on-line
prediction models that classify job and event outcomes upon
their arrival. To enable proactive resource management that
acts on different workload granularity, i.e., jobs, events,
or both of them, we propose classification models that
predict four outcomes of independent jobs/events as well
as their nested dependency. The challenges of classifying
on-line such big data applications – i.e., jobs consisting of
multiple tasks experiencing different types of events – arise
from: (1) high dynamicity of workloads and systems [6],

5.1

Classifiers and Classification Models

Techniques in the field of machine learning are widely
adopted in classifying service failing behaviors [14], [17]
depending on the characteristics of the systems. On the
one hand, linear classifiers such as Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA), Support Vector Machine (SVM), or Logistic
Regression (LR) are suitable for systems that exhibit (nearly)
linear relationship. On the other hand, non-linear classifiers
like Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) and Neural
Networks (NN) can better model complex systems, at the
expense of a longer learning time, especially in the case of
large amounts of features. Due to highly non-linear and
volatile system dynamics, we develop NN-based classification models to increase the classification accuracy and
search for key features that reduce the learning complexity.
In particular, we develop three NN-based classification
models, namely, independent job prediction, independent event
prediction, and nested event prediction, depicted in Figure 6.
The former two overlook the dependency between jobs and
events, and thus are complimentary to proactive resource
management policies that act either on jobs or events. As
for the nested event model, it predicts the class of events
starting from the predicted classes of their jobs. In other
words, the nested model is able to explore the dependencies between jobs and events, and simultaneously predict
execution outcomes of both jobs and events. Consequently,
the nested model supports proactive resource policies that
manage any arbitrary subset of events showing different
criticality to jobs. In the following text, we describe the
three proposed classification models. Due to lack of space,
we do not detail further the NN implementation, and refer
the reader to [18] for more information. However, we note
that our NN implementation ensures that common machine
learning issues are under control. For example, to avoid
overfitting biases, we cross-validate the accuracy of the
prediction by monitoring a separate validation set, formed
by 15% of jobs/events. We terminate the learning process
when the accuracy on the validation set decreases.
3. With the term arrival time we refer to the submission time of a job
or event, depending on the prediction granularity of the considered
classification model.
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Independent Job Prediction: This model is composed of
a single Neural Network, i.e., the job NN, which predicts
final job outcomes in four classes. Figure 6(a) illustrates
the high level schematic of the proposed job classification
model. The input of the job NN is a set of static features
related to jobs and system attributes which are collectable
upon job arrival. Further details on features are explained
in Section 5.2. Based on them, the NN learns a non-linear
model that classifies job outcomes. For each arriving job, the
NN returns four different values as outputs, one for each
class, denoted as pi ∈ [0, 1]. The pi represents the probability
of predicting a job in class i. The model classifies a job into
the class that is associated with the highest probability.
Independent Event Prediction: Similarly to job prediction, independent event prediction is composed of a
single Neural Network, i.e., the event NN, which outputs
a prediction for each arriving event. This NN learns a
classification model starting from event-related features, as
shown in Figure 6(b). In particular, the input of the event
NN is formed by static event features, as well as historical
information about previous event executions. The output
of the event NN and the resulting event classification are
identical to the ones for jobs. This model can be profitably
used to classify event outcomes without considering job
prediction.
Nested Event Prediction: In contrast to independent
event prediction, here we leverage features related to both
jobs and events, as well as the classification results of jobs.
We first separate events based on the prediction outcome
of their jobs and then develop four different event NNs
for each event group. In particular, we first employ independent job prediction to group events, and then develop
four different event NNs that are learned in parallel, as
shown in Figure 6(c). In the remainder of the paper, we
abbreviate those four event NNs by their job classification,
namely, eviction NN, fail NN, finish NN, and kill NN. As
an example, the eviction NN considers only those events
whose job has been classified as eviction. Input and output
of the job and event NNs are the same as the proposed
independent job and event prediction models, respectively.
Essentially, we leverage the strong job-task dependencies to
learn four separate models for event classification.
5.2

Feature Selection

Selecting a key set of features is a crucial step to develop
accurate and efficient classification models, as including
non-informative attributes can introduce noise and further
undermine the prediction accuracy. Based on the characterization study conducted in Section 4 and our objective
to develop on-line prediction models, we propose the following two groups of features, namely static and historical.
Static features describe metrics related to jobs, events, or the
system load, and can be measured upon arrival time, such as
job size and the task priority. Historical features are related
to past events and past task executions, such as machine
concurrency. We consider historical features since events of
the same kind occur in repetitive trends, as observed in
Section 3.1.1.
As jobs in the system cannot be submitted more than
once [15], we use only static features for job classification.

Job

Event

System

Event NN

Job NN
Job prediction

Event prediction

(a) Independent job prediction.

Finish

Eviction

Job NN

Previous event Previous event
types
data

Job
prediction

(b) Independent event prediction.

Event NN of
Finish Jobs
Event NN of
Eviction Jobs

Fail

Event NN of
Fail Jobs

Kill

Event NN of
Kill Jobs

Event
prediction

Event
prediction

Event
prediction

Event
prediction

(c) Nested event prediction.
Fig. 6. Overview of the three proposed classification models.

On the contrary, since tasks may be submitted more than
once and are subjected to multiple events, we use both static
and historical features in classifying events. In the following,
we detail the static and historical features resulting from our
selection process. We summarize all features considered in
Table 4 and refer the reader to our prior work [15] for further
details about the attributes provided by the traces.
5.2.1 Static Features
Static features are collected as soon as a job or event arrives
at the system. We use attributes related to jobs, events, and
the system load. While the traces provide static information
about event, job and system features are not included in
the trace and require significant elaboration of the available
data.
Event: We use task priority and requested CPU, RAM,
and DISK as static features for events, in addition to the
scheduling class, a measure of the latency-sensitivity of
tasks in the trace. All these attributes are specified by users
at arrival time.
Job: Unfortunately, the traces provide only few attributes
related to jobs. Moreover, most of them are collectible only
after jobs have terminated their execution, making them
little usable to our goal. For this reason, we choose to
represent jobs by using attributes of their tasks. In particular,
for each job, we compute the average and the standard
deviation of priority and requested resources of all tasks
of the job, and use them as job features. In addition to these
eight features, we consider two job attributes available at
arrival time, i.e., job size and job scheduling class.
System: The underlying idea of considering system features in our classification models is that jobs may have different outcomes depending on the system load. For example, jobs that end with type eviction may finish successfully if
scheduled at later time under a lower system load, i.e., when
fewer tasks are in the systems. Moreover, jobs have different
sensibility to system load depending on priorities, e.g., jobs
are more sensible to the number of higher priority tasks
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TABLE 4
Summary of the features considered.
Category

Group
Event (total: 5)

Static

Job (total: 10)
System (total: 36)
Previous event
types (total: 4)

Historical

Previous event
data (total: 15)

Task priority
Task requested CPU/RAM/DISK
Job size
AVG/STD task priority
AVG/STD lower/same/higher priority arrivals
AVG/STD lower/same/higher priority throughput
AVG/STD lower/same/higher priority n. of tasks
Number of previous finish events
Number of previous fail events
Previous event priority
Previous event requested CPU/RAM/DISK
Previous event queue/running time
Previous event machine concurrency

running in the system rather than lower priority ones, as
they can be evicted only by higher priority tasks. To this end,
we quantify system load by defining three load indicators,
i.e., arrival, throughput, and the number of tasks, indicating
increment, decrement, and instantaneous state of the system
load, respectively, and use them as system-related features.
To collect these values, we employ a sampling window of 5
minutes, and compute the number of tasks that 1) arrive, 2)
leave, or 3) are in the system in each window, respectively.
When jobs arrive at the system, we check system features
in the most recent window. For each job, we compute the
aforementioned load indicators in three variants, including
only tasks with priority (i) equal, (ii) lower, and (iii) higher
than the job one. Furthermore, we account for recent fluctuations of system load by considering system features in
the most recent window as well as their variation between
the most two recent windows. Finally, we compute both the
average and the standard deviation of each aforementioned
feature, for a total 36 system features.
5.2.2

Historical Features

To take the repetitive patterns of unsuccessful executions
into consideration, we include statistics about types of previous events and data of the immediately preceding event as
historical features.
Previous Event Types: As discussed in Section 3.1.2,
the probability to experience a successful event is strongly
dependent on the types of past executions of the task. In
order to summarize the types experienced by past events
of the same task, we use 4 different counters, each of them
associated to a different type, representing the number of
previous events of the task that ended with a particular
type. We set to 0 all these counters for the first event of
a task. When an event leaves the system with a particular
type, we increment by 1 the counter of that type, so that our
model can classify the following event taking into account
an up-to-date summary of the execution of past events.
Previous Event Data: When an event leaves the system,
we keep track of several attributes related to it, either
collectible at arrival time or ending time. We exploit this
information as follows: we use key attributes related to an
event as features of the following event. By considering
a comprehensive summary of the immediately preceding
event, our classification models can predict the class of an
event with higher accuracy, due to the strong dependency
on past events. In addition to static features on the pre-

Feature List
Task scheduling class
Job scheduling class
AVG/STD task requested CPU/RAM/DISK
AVG/STD lower/same/higher priority variation of arrivals
AVG/STD lower/same/higher priority variation of throughput
AVG/STD lower/same/higher priority variation of n. of tasks
Number of previous eviction events
Number of previous kill events
Previous event scheduling class
Previous event type
Previous event machine CPU/RAM capacity
Previous event machine CPU/RAM reservation/utilization

vious event, i.e., priority, scheduling class, and requested
resources, we collect several attributes measured at ending
time, such as its final type and its queue and running time.
Moreover, we look at the machine where the event was
scheduled, and we compute its CPU and RAM capacity, its
concurrency, and the level of reservation and utilization in
terms of both CPU and RAM. We set these features to a void
value, e.g., -1, for the first event of a task.
5.3

Data Reduction: Learning Set

Due to the large amount of jobs and events in big-data clusters, it can be extremely computational extensive to learn
the proposed classification models, especially for predicting
events. As a preliminary estimation, learning classification
models for events including all features in the learning
set4 might take more than 14 hours. We thus seek for
strategies that might tradeoff the computational overhead at
the cost of negligible degradation of the prediction accuracy.
Particularly, we consider 1) downsampling the learning
set randomly over the entire observation period, and 2)
use combinations of principal components of the original
learning set, i.e., Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The
former reduces the number of sample points, whereas the
latter reduces the dimensionality of the learning set.
Downsampling: To reduce the number of sample points
in the learning phase, we randomly select a fraction of
events and jobs from the entire trace and discard the rest of
points. Applying downsampling lowers the time required
to learn classification models; on the other hand, models
learned from a reduced learning set can suffer from a poor
accuracy, as selected points might not be representative of
the characteristics of the workload.
PCA: PCA transforms linearly the original data in a new
set of values mapped to new axes, called principal components. The first principal component points towards the
direction of largest variance, while subsequent components
still point towards the direction of the highest remaining
variance, under the constraint of being orthogonal to all
preceding components. Since higher-order principal components can explain most of the variance of the original
data, dropping lower-order ones can still result in a fair
approximation of the original data set. For example, by
considering event features as well as historical features, an
4. The learning set is the set of jobs/events and related features on
which classification models are learned.
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event is described by 24 different dimensions. With PCA,
we could represent the original set considering only the first
3 principal components. Note that the computational time
consumed in running PCA is much lower than the one spent
for learning the classification model on the original data set,
i.e., few minutes vs several hours.

6

E VALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed
classification models and demonstrate their efficiency in
predicting job and event outcomes. Unless otherwise noted,
we include in the learning set all jobs and events starting
and ending in the 29 days of the traces. We use the accuracy
metric to represent the performance of our classification
models, defined as the percentage of jobs or events correctly
classified. Note that we consider this metric for jobs and
events separately. We structure the evaluation in three parts.
In the first part, we focus on independent job and event prediction, and evaluate the effect of applying downsampling
and PCA on the prediction accuracy, as well as considering
different feature groups when learning prediction models.
In the second part, we evaluate the performance of our
nested classification model. Finally, as complementary step
of our evaluation, we show that a NN model can best predict
job and event outcomes by comparing Neural Networks
with other popular linear and non-linear classifiers.
6.1

Independent Prediction

Our goal here is to find the minimum amount of data that
is most effective in prediction. To this end, we evaluate the
accuracy of the proposed independent models when using
different level of downsampling, feature groups, and PCA.
6.1.1 Downsampling
To evaluate whether downsampling improves or impairs
the prediction accuracy, we learn our prediction model
several times by randomly selecting different percentages of
jobs and events from the entire trace, and report the results
in Table 5. Note that we include all static and historical
features in the learning set for each job or event considered.
TABLE 5
Impact of downsampling on the prediction accuracy.
Accuracy
Jobs
Events

2%
94.7298
76.9642

5%
94.6487
77.0462

Downsampling
10%
20%
94.6805 94.3930
77.0261 76.7586

30%
94.5149
77.0237

40%
94.4552
77.0146

As one can see from the table, both job and event
classification show comparable accuracy regardless of the
level of downsampling applied. Indeed, the job accuracy for
all levels of downsampling is steadily close to the average
value of 94.57%, while the event one is around 76.97%.
When downsampling is not applied, the resulting accuracy
on job prediction is 94.35%, while the learning set for event
classification is so large that is not possible to learn a
prediction model for events on our machine due to memory
limitation. We note that events in the system are much more
than jobs (48M+ events vs 672k+ jobs) and show a higher

degree of variety; as a result, events are much more difficult
to predict than jobs, and result into a lower accuracy. Our
analysis shows that downsampling does not impair job and
event predictions, and can be applied safely without loss of
accuracy to significantly reduce the size of the learning set.
In addition to selecting jobs and events randomly from
the entire trace, we also study the accuracy of temporal
downsampling, consisting in choosing randomly a continuous time interval and selecting only jobs and events executing in that interval. Our analysis shows a very fluctuating
accuracy, depending both on the length of the interval
considered (1 day, 3 days, etc.) and the portion of the trace
chosen randomly.5 On the contrary, downsampling jobs
and events randomly from the entire trace shows a very
stable accuracy, as shown in Table 5. From our analysis,
we remark that downsampling jobs and events randomly
is preferable to temporal downsampling to obtain a stable
accuracy independently from the considered time intervals.
6.1.2 Feature Groups
Here we analyze the accuracy of the independent prediction
models when considering different feature groups in the
learning process. Including an excessive amount of information in the learning set can introduce noise that impairs the
prediction, as well as increasing the overall learning time.
Our goal here is to identify which features can significantly
improve the accuracy of job and event prediction, and
should be included in the learning process. To this end,
we learn several prediction models, considering different
feature groups as well as several combinations of them. In
particular, we learn three models for jobs, considering (1)
job (JB) features, (2) system (SYS) features, and (3) both job
and system features (JB+SYS), respectively. As for events,
we apply a 2% downsampling and consider seven different
models, each one with a different combination of event
features (EV), previous event types (PT) and previous event
data (PD) information. We report our result in Table 6.
As can be read from the table, job classification achieves
the highest accuracy when both job and system features
are considered in the learning process (model #3). On the
contrary, the accuracy is very low, i.e., 76.81%, when only
system features are included in the feature set (model #2).
Even if job features alone can lead to a good accuracy
(model #1), combining the two sets of static features yields
an optimal accuracy for job classification with little learning
and profiling overhead. Our results show that combining
job attributes and system load indicators leads to a more
accurate job prediction.
As for events, while the three evaluated feature groups
alone (models #1, #2, and #3) lead to a low accuracy, i.e.,
around 73.6%, learning the classification model by using
their combination achieves an accuracy equal to 76.79%
(model #7). Considering only past event information (model
#6) is not enough to obtain an optimal event classification
accuracy, while including it only partially (models #4 and
#5) leads to a better accuracy, but still lower than the one of
model #7. In particular, the accuracy showed by model #5
can be improved by 0.7% by considering only 4 more features in the feature set – a good value considering the high
5. We do not show any result due to lack of space.
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TABLE 6
Impact of different feature groups on the prediction accuracy.

1: JB
93.7967

Jobs
2: SYS
76.8050

3: JB + SYS
94.4441

Model #: Combination of Feature Groups
Events
1: EV
2: PT
3: PD
4: EV + PT 5: EV + PD
73.7661 73.4089 73.6307
75.9260
76.1111

amount of events in the system and their large diversity.
Overall, to predict event outcomes with a good accuracy,
it is advantageous to consider static event attributes in
conjunction to information about past event types and data.
6.1.3

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

To evaluate the impact of applying PCA on the prediction
accuracy, here we apply PCA on both jobs and events, and
learn our independent classification models on the new sets
resulting from PCA. We apply this process four times, each
one considering the first n principal components, with n ∈
{2, 4, 6, 8}, and report the result of our analysis in Table 7.
TABLE 7
Impact of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the prediction
accuracy.
Accuracy
Jobs
Events

N. of principal components considered (n)
2
4
6
8
75.3651 76.2391 76.3521
76.6385
70.2389 72.6564 73.9823
75.0064

From the table, we can argue that PCA has a negative
impact on job classification. Indeed, even when 8 components are considered, the resulting accuracy is 76.64% – an
astonishingly low value compared to the highest accuracy
obtained in the previous analysis, i.e., around 94.4%. A possible reason is that features that are unique to unsuccessful
jobs do not show a high variance, and are therefore not included in higher-order principal components. As for events,
still their accuracy is lower than the currently optimal one,
i.e., 76.79%. Even if trends of accuracy for both jobs and
events are decreasing with increasing number of principal
components considered, the benefit of applying PCA, i.e.,
lower learning overhead, also tails off with high values of
n. Our previous observations show that PCA worsen the
prediction accuracy of jobs and events, and downsampling
should be preferred to PCA to reduce the time overhead.
6.2

Nested Prediction

In this section, we show the accuracy of our nested model
in applying dependent job-event prediction. To this end,
we downsample jobs to 20% and learn our nested model
considering these jobs as well as all their events6 , by including all feature groups in the process. As for the prediction
accuracy, we compute the confusion matrix of each of the
four event NNs, where columns of the matrix represent
predicted classes, rows represent real classes, and each cell
(r, p) represents the number of events of real class r that
have been predicted in class p. A good classification model
has high values on the main diagonal, and low values
6. The resulting downsampling on events is around 7.1%.

6: PT + PD
74.0589

7: EV + PT + PD
76.7933

elsewhere. We show the four confusion matrices in Table 8,
where we have normalized all values against the number of
events considered by a single NN.
As shown in the last row of the table, the accuracy for
the finish, eviction, and fail NNs is higher than classifying
event outcomes independently with a single event NN. The
highest accuracy is the one achieved by the eviction NN (i.e.,
the prediction of events whose job is classified in the eviction
class), equal to 99.32%. Such value can be achieved because
events of eviction jobs show very similar features, and also
share the same ending type, i.e., finish. As a result, the
eviction NN is able to catch the subtle differences between
them. As for the finish and fail classes, the respective NN
can achieve an accuracy of 94.17% and 92.64%, respectively.
Finally, the kill NN classifies events with an accuracy of
76.53%, comparable to the one of our independent model –
around 76.79%. The reasons for this low accuracy stem from
the nature of kill jobs. Indeed, these jobs are manually killed
by users, that can act arbitrarily on every job regardless
of its characteristics. Therefore, events of kill jobs show a
high degree of heterogeneity that complicates the learning
and classification processes. The same observation can be
applied to kill events: without the user intervention, these
events can potentially complete their execution successfully,
showing attributes very similar to those of finish events. As
a result, NNs cannot accurately distinguish between finish
and kill events, resulting into a lower accuracy. Indeed, as
denoted by the bold values in the confusion matrices, the
highest classification error in the finish, fail, and kill NNs
is caused by kill events incorrectly classified as finish, with
errors equal to 2.25%, 1.73%, and 12.46% respectively. Finally, since most of kill events occur as first event that a task
experiences,7 including information about previous event
types and data in the learning process does not improve the
classification of kill events, since no data is available on the
past event history.
As for the time required to learn the five NNs, we
provide the average values resulting from 5 different runs
of the nested model: 78.4s for the job NN, whereas the
finish, eviction, fail and kill NN requires 69.6s, 10.1s, 12.7s,
and 48.8min, respectively. Note that the event NNs can be
learned in parallel. We explain the difference in the learning
times by the fact that kill jobs usually experience a high
number of events [18], resulting in more features to consider
and a longer learning time. We note that, once the NNs are
learned, job and event outcomes can be quickly predicted
at arrival time, since collecting job and event features and
comparing them with the learned models are operation that
introduce negligible overhead.
In conclusion, our nested classification model classifies
events of finish, eviction, and fail jobs with a good accu7. We verified that 79.93% of kill events occur as first event of a task.
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TABLE 8
Confusion matrices for the finish, eviction, fail, and kill NNs of the nested classification model.

Real class (r )
Finish (FI)
Eviction (EV)
Fail (FA)
Kill (KI)
Accuracy

Event NN of Finish Jobs
FI
EV
FA
KI
83.74 0.03 0.02 0.08
0.71 0.40 0.03 0.03
2.03 0.01 9.26 0.07
2.25 0.05 0.52 0.77
94.17

Predicted class (p)
Event NN of Eviction Jobs
Event NN of Fail Jobs
FI
EV
FA
KI
FI
EV
FA
KI
99.18 0.05 0.00
0.00
6.28 0.22 1.73 0.22
0.15 0.10 0.00
0.00
0.00 2.60 0.22 0.22
0.48 0.00 0.05
0.00
0.65 0.22 76.62 0.65
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
1.73 0.22 1.30 7.14
99.32
92.64

racy, without impairing the prediction of events of kill jobs
compared to the independent model, at the cost negligible
computational time.
6.3

Neural Networks vs Other Classifiers

In this section, we support our choice of employing Neural
Networks by comparing their accuracy on job and event
classification with the one of five other classifiers. The
evaluation leverages the analysis of the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC), widely used to compare the accuracy
of different classifiers. In the following text, we focus on
2-class prediction, i.e., successful vs unsuccessful, and we
first present the classifiers considered; then, we describe the
ROC methodology applied; finally, we show that NNs yield
the best accuracy among all other classifiers.
6.3.1

Classifiers

We compare Neural Networks with five different classifiers:
(1) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), (2) Linear Discriminant Analysis on expanded basis (ELDA), (3) Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis (QDA), (4) Logistic Regression (LR),
and (5) Support Vector Machines (SVM). Since ROC analysis
can be best applied to 2-class classifiers, in the following text
we briefly describe the classifiers by considering a 2-class
classification problem, i.e., successful vs unsuccessful.
All models use data in the learning set to learn a function separating jobs or events into two sets, one per class.
The function can be either linear or not linear, depending
on the classifier considered. Both LDA and LR compute
a linear function. While LDA assumes that features are
independent and normally distributed, LR does not make
this assumption, resulting in a more flexible classifier. The
linear function computed by SVM is such that jobs or
events in different sets are separated with maximum margin
between them. ELDA computes a linear function, but from
an extended feature set. This set is derived from the original
one, where we also consider the squared value of each
feature and their pairwise product. Finally, QDA computes
a quadratic function, which usually is more accurate but
requires a longer time overhead.
Similarly to Neural Networks, all classifiers return classification probabilities as output for each job or event considered. Based on them, jobs and events are classified into a
class as follows. We denote as pi ∈ [0, 1] the probability
of classifying a job or event in class i, where i can be
either successful (s) or unsuccessful (u), and we introduce
a classification threshold T ∈ [0, 1]. A job or event is classified
as unsuccessful if pu ≥ T , or as successful otherwise. The ROC
methodology considers classification probabilities as well as

Event NN of Kill Jobs
FI
EV
FA
KI
61.32 0.88 0.08 1.95
2.77 6.43 0.02 0.73
1.27 0.46 2.08 0.69
12.46 1.90 0.26 6.70
76.53

several classification thresholds to compare the accuracy of
different classifiers.
6.3.2 Background on ROC analysis
The ROC analysis is a method used to assess visually the accuracy of one or more classifiers. Following machine learning practices, we first define the recall as the ratio between
the number of unsuccessful jobs/events correctly classified
divided by the number of real unsuccessful jobs/events, and
the fall-out as the ratio between the number of successful
jobs/events incorrectly classified as unsuccessful and the
number of real successful jobs/events. Under this terminology, the ROC is defined as the recall as a function of
the fall-out. Each classifier can be represented by a point
in a recall vs fall-out plot, where a point in the coordinate
(0,1) represents a perfect classifier, being able to classify all
jobs/events correctly, whereas points along the diagonal line
from (0,0) to (1,1) represent a random classifier.
Starting from the results of a classification, i.e., the classification probabilities for each considered job or event, a
single classifier can be characterized by different values of
recall and fall-out depending on the classification threshold
T . By considering different values of T , a classifier can be
represented by several points in the plot, so as form the
so-called ROC curve, that enables the graphical evaluation
of the classifier. The more a ROC curve is close to the left
and upper edges of the plot, the better the accuracy of the
classifier is.
In addition to the graphical evaluation of a ROC curve,
one can quantify the accuracy of a classifier by measuring
the respective Area Under Curve (AUC). Intuitively, the more
AUC is close to 1, the more the classifier is accurate, since
the AUC of a perfect classifier is equal to 1. In the following
section, we use ROC curves as well as the AUC metric to
show that the NN model has the best accuracy among the
considered classifiers.
6.3.3 Evaluation
To evaluate the classifiers, we focus on the first 24 hours
of the trace and classify jobs and events into 2 classes, i.e.,
successful and unsuccessful. For each classifier, we learn
two different prediction models (one for jobs, the other one
for events) using only static features. Note that we do not
apply downsampling due to the short interval considered.
Once the result of the prediction is available, we compute
the recall and fall-out in correspondence of several values
of the classification threshold T , ranging from 0 to 1 with
increasing units of 0.01, to derive a ROC curve for each
classifier. As last step, we compute the AUC metric for
each obtained ROC curve. We show the ROC curves for
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Fig. 7. ROC curves of the classifiers considered: LDA, QDA, ELDA, LR,
SVM, and NN.

the prediction of jobs and events in Figure 7, reporting the
correspondent AUC values in Table 9.
TABLE 9
Area Under Curve (AUC) values for the considered classifiers.
Level
Jobs
Events

LDA
0.7491
0.6748

QDA
0.8662
0.7370

Classifier
ELDA
LR
0.8895 0.8586
0.7914 0.6806

SVM
0.8550
0.6570

NN
0.9678
0.8793

From Figure 7(a), one can clearly see that a NN model
can best classify jobs into the successful or unsuccessful
class, as depicted by its ROC curve always dominating
others. Indeed, not only the area under the curve is close
to 1 (with a value of 0.9678) but also there is a significant
gap between the NN curve and other curves, indicating
a better accuracy in comparison to other classifiers. Apart
from NN, the second best classifier is ELDA, with an AUC
metric equal to 0.8895, followed by QDA. ROC curves of LR
and SVM follow similar trends, resulting in a comparable
accuracy between them. The poorest accuracy is achieved
by LDA, with an AUC value as low as 0.7491. As for events,
all models show less prediction accuracy than the one of
jobs, as shown by the lower AUC values. From Figure 7(b),
one can see that the model that can worst classify events
is SVM, with an AUC value of 0.6570, while LDA and LR
show a slightly better accuracy. Once again, a NN model is
able to predict event outcomes with the highest accuracy, as
depicted by a dominating ROC curve and an area equal
to 0.8793. In conclusion, our evaluation shows that NNs
achieve the best accuracy in both job and event classification
among the six classifiers considered.

7

R ELATED W ORK

Improving dependability of systems and applications is
a key requirement for big-data clusters, whose size and
complexity are growing endlessly. On the one hand, recent
characterization studies, based on several traces from major
datacenter operators, e.g., Google [12] and Yahoo! [19], aim
at capturing the resource utilization and statistical properties of workloads. On the other hand, although numerous
field studies on hardware failures have been made [8], [20],
unsuccessful executions of big-data-like applications have
been rarely discussed. We summarize the studies related
to our work in two categories: (1) characterization studies
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on the same Google trace, and (2) past works on failure
modeling and prediction.
Google Trace Analysis: The trace [12] provided by
Google has been previously analyzed by several studies, each of which with different focus, such as resource
and workload heterogeneity [6], automatic clustering of
tasks [7], and comparison with grid workload [5]. However, none of these works studies unsuccessful executions
and their impact on the system exhaustively. Only a few
recent studies analyze unsuccessful executions in this trace.
Çavdar et al. [11] present the distribution of inter-arrival
times and resource consumption with respect to task priorities, with particular focus on task preemption. Chen et
al. [10] analyze the general characteristics of job and task
failures in this trace, while Rosà et al. focus on the characteristic of task eviction [21]. However, aforementioned studies
address only a subset of unsuccessful executions for a limited granularity of workloads, i.e., either jobs or tasks, and
thus fall short in discovering the dependencies among jobs
and tasks and the root causes of unsuccessful executions.
An earlier version of the characterization analysis presented
in this article has previously appeared in [15].
Failure Modeling and Prediction: Several existing
works aim at modeling failures in big-data systems, focusing on high-performance supercomputers [22], distributed
systems [23], [24], storage [20], [25], and operating systems [26], [27]. Potharaju et al. [28] show that a twocomponent lognormal distribution can effectively model the
Time to Failure (TTF) of network components, while Ford et
al. [29] propose a model for data availability in distributed
systems using Markov chains. Schroeder et al. [20] show
that Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) alone is not a good
indicator for disk reliability, while Venkatesan et al. [30]
apply queueing based modeling techniques to predict the
reliability of disks. Liang et al. [13] propose three prediction techniques based on a field study on failures in the
BlueGene/L supercomputer. Finally, Guan et al. [14] use
principal components to characterize and predict several
types of failures in big-data clusters. While prior works
consider mostly static workloads, our proposed models are
able to predict job and event outcomes in presence of highly
dynamic workloads and time-varying system properties.

8

C ONCLUSIONS

In this article, we conduct an extensive study to understand the performance impact, patterns, and root causes
of multiple types of unsuccessful executions, i.e., eviction,
fail, and kill, and develop on-line models for predicting unsuccessful executions. Our work highlights the time waste
and task slowdown caused by unsuccessful executions, and
pinpoints the strong dependencies between jobs and events,
as well as the impact of application and system attributes
on unsuccessful jobs and events. Moreover, we develop two
independent NNs classifying respectively jobs and events
into four classes, and one nested NN predicting both jobs
and events jointly. We explore the proposed models with
various combinations of feature sets and data reduction
techniques. Our evaluation results show a significant higher
accuracy compared to other classifiers, i.e., LDA, ELDA,
QDA, LR and SVN. Overall, our work provides not only
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root causes and insights that are critical for designing faultand latency-aware scheduling policies, but also flexible prediction models that allow the system to make proactive
decisions. For example, resource-aware scheduling based on
our prediction models can lead to significant conservation
of resources, as jobs or tasks that are predicted to fail can
be executed on slow servers, throttled down, executed with
lower priority, or terminated earlier [18], [31] to improve
resource conservation in big-data systems.
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